
Supplementary Material for
OmnimatteRF: Robust Omnimatte with 3D Background Modeling

A. Additional Qualitative Results
Video files of results presented in the main paper (all

videos from the Movies, Kubrics, Wild, and DAVIS
datasets) are available on our project website as part of the
supplementary material. We highly recommend watching
them on: https://omnimatte-rf.github.io

1. For our method (OmnimatteRF), we include results
(inputs with masks, foreground layers, background
layer, background depth map) for every video.

2. For D2NeRF [5], we use the best result among all con-
figurations provided by the authors for every video.
If none of the configurations successfully reconstruct
non-empty static and dynamic layers, we drop the
video files and only show a frame in Fig. A2.

3. For Omnimatte [3] and Layered Neural Atlas (LNA)
[2], we include videos from Wild, Movies, and
Kubrics. Results of DAVIS can be found in prior
works.

B. Random Initialization
As is also discussed in Omnimatte [3], different random

initializations can lead to varying results of the foreground
layers. We show two examples in Fig. A1.

In all our experiments, the random seed is set to 3.

C. Additional Implementation Details
C.1. Mask Generation

Our method and Omnimatte relies on coarse mask
videos that outlines every object of interest. The synthetic
Kubrics and Movies videos have ground truth object
masks and we use them directly. To obtan mask for an in-
the-wild video, we use one of the two workflows:

1. We first process the video a the pretrained Mask R-
CNN model (X101-FPN) from Detectron 2 [6]. Then,
we manually select a mask in every frame that best
capture the object.

2. We use the Roto Brush tool in Adobe After Effects to
track the object. This method is useful when Mask
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Figure A1. Effect of random initialization. Top: for the
Wild/dogwalk video, different seeds lead to different amount
of hallucinated shadow of the person. Bottom: for the
Kubrics/cars video, seeds influence how shadows are asso-
ciated to the objects.

R-CNN fails produce good masks for a video. In par-
ticular, we processed Wild/dance and Wild/solo
manually.

It takes about 10 minutes of manual work to generate a
mask sequence for a 200-frame video.

C.2. Network Architecture

Our foreground network is based on the U-Net architec-
ture of Omnimatte, which is detailed in their supplemen-
tary [3]. To adopt their network to OmnimatteRF, we re-
place the background noise input by the 2D feature map Et.
Each pixel in Et is the positional encoding of the 3D vec-
tor (x, y, t) where (x, y) is the pixel location and t is the
frame number. The positional encoding scheme is the same
as proposed in NeRF [4], with L = 10 frequencies.



Method Steps Training (hours) Rendering (s/image)

Omnimatte 12,000 2.7 2.5
D2NeRF 100,000 4.5 4.8

LNA 400,000 8.5 0.40
Ours 15,000 3.8 3.5

Omnimatte 12,000 1.2 0.95
D2NeRF 100,000 3.2 2.2

LNA 400,000 8.5 0.21
Ours 15,000 2.5 1.2

Table A1. Running Time Measurement. We measure and com-
pare the time it takes to train F2B3 and baseline methods. Top:
Movies, Wild (480 × 270, DAVIS has a similar resolution of
428× 240). Bottom: Kubrics (256× 256).

For background, we use the Vector-Matrix decomposi-
tion model in TensoRF [1] with the MLP feature decoder.
Our initial grid has the same resolution N0 = 128, and the
final grid is limited to N = 640. The vectors and matrices
are upsampled at steps 2000, 3000, 4000, 5500.

C.3. Hyper-parameters

For all videos, we use a learning rate of 0.001 for the
foreground network, which is exponentially decayed from
the 10,000 step at a rate of 0.1× per 10,000 steps. We find
the decay crucial in preventing the foreground training from
diverging. The mask bootstrapping loss Lmask has an initial
weight of 50, which is first reduced to 5 when the loss value
(before weighting) drops to below 0.02, and then turned off
after the same number of steps. We document weights of
other loss terms in Table A2.

Background network learning rate scheduling and Lbg-reg
weight are identical as the original TensoRF [1].

In general, we use the same set of hyper-parameters for
most videos, and only add additional terms when artifacts
are observed.

C.4. Running Time Measurement

We measure and report the time it takes to train Om-
nimatteRF and baseline methods in Table A1. All mea-
surements are conducted on a workstation with an eight-
core AMD R7-2700X CPU and a single NVIDIA RTX3090
GPU.

Our method takes longer to train than Omnimatte due to
the addition of the 3D background radiance field.

Optimizing the background model only, as in the clean
background retraining process, takes about 30 minutes per
video.
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Video Steps Lrecons Lα-reg Lα-warp Lflow Ldepth Ldistort

All 15,000 1 0.01 (L1) / 0.005 (L0) 0.01 1 0 0
Wild/bouldering - - - - - 0.1 0.01

DAVIS 10,000 - - - - 1 0

Table A2. Hyper-parameters. We document the hyper-parameters (number of steps and weights of loss terms) in our experiments. The
first row is the configuration shared by most videos. Remaining rows are videos with different configurations, and - means unchanged from
the shared number.
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Figure A2. D2NeRF results for failed scenes.


